Reduce the impact of media accumulation and clogging
Monitoring pressure drop across filters and strainers

Figure 1:
- Under normal operating conditions the differential pressure ($\Delta P$) is 0 PSI across the strainer
- Filters extend the life of your essential assets by protecting them from debris and contaminants in the media
- Avoid changing the filter unnecessarily by monitoring the $\Delta P$ across the strainer

Figure 2:
- Overtime, debris from the media accumulates, restricting flow within the process, and increasing the $\Delta P$ across the strainer
- Basic pressure indicators lack the ability to communicate data allowing dangerous overpressure conditions to go unnoticed
- Clogged strainers cause unnecessary stress on pumps and compressors
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Gain Real-Time Visibility into Strainer Statuses and Process Conditions with Wireless Pressure Transmitters

- Receive a warning when the pressure drop across the strainer exceeds optimal operating limits and before dangerous over pressure conditions occur
- Quickly and easily identify where problematic conditions exist so that you can take preventative action to protect your assets
- Diagnose and address issues faster with timely process information, process alerts, and device diagnostics.
- Leverage LCD display functionality to receive local insight into process variables.
- Communicate process data regularly without manual rounds and data entry – all with WirelessHART™ ease and speed

Reduce Pipe Penetrations and Impulse Piping with Wireless Multivariable™ Transmitters

- Strainer replacement can be determined on the basis of the total flow that has passed through the filter
-Externally compensate for line pressure variations with integrated static pressure measurement
- Industry-leading 2-in-1 sensor technology
- Reduce overall installation costs by eliminating wiring and conduit

DISCOVER MORE
To learn more visit www.rosemount.com/SmartWireless
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